
We invite you to choose a couple of suggestions from the list
below—whatever suits your family best—and have them set out

on different trays or in separate bags.
The idea is that these suggestions are to be used to encourage independent play while the
service is happening to allow adults and older children to listen to the service and still

engaging the youngest members.

Decide beforehand when you want to get things out - which will depend on the age and
character of your child. For example you might want to leave things hidden under a tea towel
until after the Children’s Slot. Or you might want to have things out earlier on in the service,
but choose to ask them to put everything down and have still hands during the prayers. Have

fun worshipping God together!

ACTIVITIES
Today we see Jesus talk about the rich
young man- but as a specific example of a
wider issue
So you could...
• Gather dolls and teddies to come and

listen too!
• Have you got some “safety needles” or

an acutal needle (that you can hold on
to!)

• Find some things that “fit in” something
else. Have some things that are
definitely too big too!

• Do you have a camel?! You could print
off a picture! (Or get them to draw one!!
Would love to see the results!!)

• Have some fake money and see if you
can get them to exchange it for things
while you’re listening.... (Just a quick
swap and a whisper of what you’d like
could keep them toddling back and forth
while you listen from the sofa)

SONGS
• Find some instruments and join in. Even

some rice in a pot would do as a shaker.
• Have some actions for the chorus – the

kids songs often have some. Or spot a
word that keeps repeating and put an
action to it eg “King”

• Have a boogie! Or if the music is slower, a
sway.

• Make sure you’re singing out loud –
children learn best by copying.

PRAYERS
• Encourage hands to be still, and to listen.
• Say “Amen” out loud
• You can always “rocket” a prayer with

your hands at the end!

BIBLE READING
• Grab a cushion to sit on the floor, a

blanket to snuggle in, a bread stick and a
cup of juice – snack time!

As this is a new venture, we’d love your feedback, and any
tried and tested methods you have used with your own
little ones – do get in touch!


